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Summary 
Logi Analytics provides a broad, enterprise BI solution that embraces operational reporting, 
dashboards, data visualization and discovery, embedded BI, mobile BI and strong collaboration. 
Tableau focuses almost entirely on data visualization and exploration, with support for mobile 
visualizations and a reasonable level of collaboration. It offers no real support for operational reporting 
and fairly rudimentary mechanisms for embedded BI (JavaScript in the main). 

In many respects these products are not really in the same market, and as such a direct comparison 
is a fairly futile exercise. Tableau has popularized the visualization of data, and has been adopted by 
numerous suppliers of analytics technology who lack their own data visualization capability. The main 
strength of Tableau is its ease-of-use, although a number of suppliers have risen to meet this 
challenge over the last eighteen months. Logi Analytics is one such supplier with its relatively new Logi 
Vision platform. This provides a highly visual drag-and-drop environment that compares well with 
products such as Tableau. However Logi Analytics also offers Logi Info, more focused on production 
BI requirements such as operational reporting, embedded BI and the creation of BI apps. 

Tableau is often best positioned as a powerful adjunct to a broader enterprise BI capability, and 
particularly when a BI platform does not offer strong data visualization capabilities. Logi Analytics is a 
true enterprise BI solution, with its own impressive data visualization capabilities. The relatively poor 
extensibility of Tableau means that building bespoke visualizations might be difficult, whereas Logi 
Analytics is built from the ground up for extensibility, and almost anything is possible. 

The architectures of the two products are similarly wholly different. While the Tableau architecture 
scales well, it is focused almost entirely on the creation, distribution and consumption of data 
visualizations. Other forms of analysis (statistics, predictive analytics, text analytics etc.) can only be 
accommodated through a fairly crude interface to the open source R language. Logi Analytics has 
recently reengineered its product set with other forms of analytics in mind. These have not been fully 
implemented yet, but will eventually provide an integrated environment for diverse analytical methods. 

So the choice is fairly straight forward. If an organization simply needs to enhance its current analytics 
platform with data visualization, then Tableau is a good way to go. Although it has to be said that Logi 
Vision will also satisfy this need. However if a broad BI capability is needed, then Logi Analytics offers 
itself as a capable, broad solution to enterprise needs. 

Logi Analytics 
Logi Analytics provides two platforms: the operations oriented Logi Info BI platform, and the newer 
Logi Vision data visualization and exploration platform. The company aims to cater for the needs of 
three types of user - analysts and power business users who need a free format environment to 
visualize and explore data, business users who need BI 'applications' and do not have the time or 
inclination to build their own, and developers who need a productive environment to build BI 
applications. In summary, the two platforms provided by Logi cater for enterprise wide BI needs, with 
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reporting, dashboards, charts, data visualizations, portals and other information formats all within easy 
reach of this very capable platform. 

Logi Analytics has been around for over a decade and is particularly well established as a production 
reporting environment. It also supports very sophisticated embedding, so that BI applications can be 
made to look part of other operational systems. However the company has recently invested heavily in 
data visualization and exploration products - specifically Logi Vision. And new in version 12 is the 
DataHub, a centralized component for data connection, manipulation, enrichment and integration. It 
also provides a columnar database for multidimensional analysis in Logi Vision. It comes with 
connectors for a wide variety of data sources including databases (MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle etc.), 
applications (NETSUITE, SAP, QuickBooks etc.), cloud applications (salesforce, eloqua, Marketo etc.) 
and files (Excel, CSV). 

The capability offered by Logi is very broad, and there are no reasons why a business might not use it 
as an enterprise BI solution. And while Logi is a bit late to the data visualization party, the company 
has clearly emulated the best of what is out there and improved on it. Logi Vision compares well with 
many other leading data visualization platforms, including Tableau and Qlik Sense. But it equally 
competes with IBM Cognos and Microstrategy, and offers a less monolithic environment in which to 
satisfy production BI needs, as well as data visualization and exploration needs. 

Logi Analytics has not achieved the popular status of some other suppliers, but after considerable 
investment it now has products to compete with the best in the BI world - the rest depends on 
marketing - as always. 

Logi Info


Logi Info provides a productive development environment and flexible deployment options for BI 
applications. It supports operational reporting, dashboards and the embedding of analytics into 
production applications. It also provides good interactive mobile support with HTML5 output, and 
Logi apps can be embedded within native mobile apps. With support for database write-back, 
integrated workflows, and process initiation, users can update source systems to maintain systems of 
record while staying within the context of the application. 

End users can create their own visualizations as well as using those created by developers. The Self-
service Reporting Module allows users to select from managed data to create and share their own 
visualizations, dashboards, and reports. Portals created with Logi Info connect to any data source and 
any application in order to present and distribute information to any audience. Logi Info integrates with 
any security model to adopt the user rights and roles already established, and access is provided on 
any device in a scalable, secure, and personalized way. The dashboards and reports generated by 
Logi Info can also be easily embedded into existing intranet or extranet portals, such as Sharepoint. 

Logi Info’s “Elemental Design” approach enables fast time to market, agile development and iteration 
cycles, and low impact on development resources through the configuration of pre-built application 
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elements. The platform provides a rich set of out-of-the-box capabilities, with a continually updated 
library of hundreds of elements for data visualizations, dashboards, and reports; self-service analysis; 
interactivity options; user input controls; data source connectors; and processes. Logi Info promotes 
version control and collaborative development by producing output compatible with source control 
systems such as GIT and TFS. Logi Info provides a rich set of HTML5- and JavaScript-based charts 
and client-side interactive visualizations. These include heat maps, gauges, geographic maps, 
waterfall charts, and other advanced visualizations; interactive data tables with in-cell graphics; and 
grouped, cross-tab reports with drill-down and drill-through. Users can interact with the data to focus 
on the specific metrics of interest, drill into related visualizations to explore deeper, or connect with 
external or embedded applications to take action on insights. 

Very importantly the environment is extensible. Other JavaScript graphics libraries can be used if 
needed, for specialized requirements, and it supports a plug-in model for proprietary business logic 
and algorithms. In a large production environment this is exactly what is needed, since all businesses 
have specialized needs that a general purpose platform cannot meet. The architecture is web based 
and Logi BI applications can be deployed on .NET and Java platforms. Logi can also be deployed in 
the cloud (Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure for example) or on-premises. 

Logi Info can connect to any data source, including relational databases, big data repositories (such 
as NoSQL, Hadoop, and columnar data stores), cloud services, Web Services, and flat files. The 
platform also leverages a plug-in model that extends support for proprietary data sources or for 
adhering to customized security requirements. Insights from multiple databases and application 
sources can be displayed together by blending data into a single visualization, dashboard, or report. 
Unlike monolithic BI systems. 

With Logi Info users can create an application just once and deploy it to many customers. The 
platform provides fine-grained user access control across every layer of the application − reports, 
charts, application functions, and data columns and rows. Single sign-on integration is supported for 
any security framework or application, including LDAP, Windows Active Directory, and custom 
databases that store user profiles. The Logi SecureKey feature supports server-side passing of 
credentials from custom applications for embedded use cases. Logi Info does not store user 
information, thus simplifying security integration and removing the overhead of continuously 
synchronizing user profiles. Software as a Service providers can easily configure security regardless of 
whether their customer data is stored in unique databases or in multi-tenant/co-mingled data 
sources. 

Logi Vision


Logi Vision not only provides very capable data visualization, discovery and exploration capability, but 
it is also very strong on workgroup collaboration. The functionality of the platform rests on three 
components: 
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• DataSmart - Powerful tools automate the traditionally time-consuming work of preparing, modeling, 
and profiling data for analysis. 

• ThinkSpace - Guided visual exploration and a comprehensive recommendation engine help users 
visually discover insights faster. 

• InfoBoard - A social community enables users to see, search, and organize the most relevant 
analysis to leverage their team’s collective intelligence.  

The platform comes with several advanced features including automatic profiling and shaping of data, 
and automatic binning of data (typically on numeric and date fields). It can also be made to offer 
individualized views based on user. Logi Vision provides users with guided data exploration, and a 
recommendation engine uses algorithms based on industry best practices to automatically suggest 
best-fit visualizations for the underlying data. Vision lets users quickly iterate through multiple 
visualizations to glean insights and uncover key patterns and trends. 

The social and sharing features are very strong. Logi Vision’s social activity stream allows users to 
keep track of what their teams are working on in real time. It provides a live stream of edits as they are 
being made and shows the visualizations that are getting the most attention, enabling a team to easily 
collaborate on important analyses and insights. Logi Vision also allows users to search visuals based 
on specific projects, tags, users, or fields – just like they would search tags and follow people on 
Twitter. Users can also save searches to create a personalized view of the insights and metrics that 
are most important to them. With Logi Vision, users can employ notes, tags, and ratings to guide 
colleagues to the visualizations requiring attention. Features like pinning and favorites provide the 
flexibility to create personalized collections of visualizations. Built-in algorithms determine the rank and 
relevancy of visualizations based on user activity, so the insights people are discussing the most are 
displayed prominently. 

As with Logi Info, Logi Vision makes it easy to connect to relevant data – wherever it resides. Users 
can upload spreadsheets and .csv files directly into the application or use pre-built connectors for a 
wide variety of business applications, including Salesforce.com, Google Analytics, Quickbooks, 
Twitter, Facebook, MS Dynamics, and others. Users can even connect to data from corporate SQL-
compliant databases. Once connected to a data source, Logi Vision automatically profiles and 
prepares the data for easier analysis. Users can then blend different sources together to uncover new 
patterns, all without coding. 

DataHub


DataHub is a new feature in the Logi product architecture. It provides a central component for 
managing, manipulating, storing, enriching and integrating data sources. The data connectors go to 
all the sources previously mentioned in this review, and once connected users can author dataviews 
for their own needs. This includes joining objects, blending data sources and filtering data. The data 
repository is a columnar, disk based database. Many other suppliers opt for memory based to get 
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high levels of performance on more modest data sets. A disk based approach will be slower for these 
data sets, but will generally offer superior performance for very large data sets. Logi claim that a 250 
million row database can be queried with a matter of a few seconds. This data repository can be 
refreshed on schedule, and the database is largely self-tuning. Other functionality includes calculated 
columns and multi-part ext support. 

Architecture


The architecture of Logi is scalable, but the DataHub can only be deployed on a single server, and as 
such might present a bottleneck in very large installations. The information architecture is shown 
below: 
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Tableau 
Without doubt Tableau Software set the pace for easy-to-use data visualization and exploration 
software. In practical terms this means business users can get to their data, typically without 
assistance from IT, and create graphs, charts and dashboards in a way that is most meaningful to 
them. Authoring takes place on Tableau Desktop which, as a stand-alone environment, can perform 
its own analysis, either against the Tableau in-memory database, or against external data sources – 
databases, cloud data sources, spreadsheets and so on. In a group or enterprise setting Tableau 
Server acts as a central facility for data access, delivering visualizations, enforcing security and 
managing user access. Tableau Server distributes visualizations through the web browser to almost 
any device that supports a web browser – desktops and mobile devices. 

The architecture of Tableau Server is scalable, and is well demonstrated by the Tableau Public free 
service where millions of visualizations (albeit simple ones) are served up every day. It does support 
some level of extensibility, particularly the coding of bespoke applications that are not natively 
supported, but users have to resort to XML code to achieve this. 

One of the more intriguing aspects of Tableau is its integration with the analytic language R. It is such 
a stark contrast – the easy to use Tableau product set, and the not so easy to use R programming 
language. Even so it does give advanced users, and programmers the ability to add other forms of 
analysis into the Tableau environment, and particularly statistical analysis and predictive analytics. This 
contrasts with some of the competition (Spotfire particularly) who, in addition to an easy to use 
visualization capability also offer easy to use statistics and predictive analytics tools. 

I set out by saying that Tableau set the pace, but in reality it is now at least equalled by several other 
products. Qlik Sense, Logi Vision and Spotfire have all been reengineered for an easy to use 
experience, and there are cloud based products such as Sisense and GoodData. And of course we 
should not forget Microsoft’s latest foray into the world of data visualization and exploration with 
Power BI Designer. It’s immature, but it will be disruptive. 

Tableau is not an enterprise business intelligence solution, and the fact that several other suppliers 
use it as a data visualization front end betrays its real use. It is a powerful augmentation of a broader 
business intelligence solution. 

As an organization Tableau is very much in tune with business user sentiment. Their marketing and 
sales activities are sometimes seen as a bit aggressive, but the rapid growth of Tableau demonstrates 
its effectiveness. They have taken business intelligence to the masses, and in the process have almost 
turned business intelligence into a consumer product, with associated marketing style and branding. 
There are dangers associated with this, but Tableau is addressing the frustrations of business users, 
who simply want to see their data in a meaningful format. 
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User Interface


As with most platforms of this type Tableau presents a drag and drop data exploration interface. It is 
Tableau Desktop, which can be installed on Mac and PC, that provides the visualization authoring 
environment. It provides most of the chart types and tabular representations a user might need, with 
intelligent assistance during the visualization creation phase. Tableau Desktop serves multiple 
purposes in addition to authoring. It allows users to manipulate metadata, and publish a workbook (a 
complete visualization package that can be executed by Tableau Server). 

Users of Tableau Desktop can elect to load data into the columnar, in-memory, compressed 
database. Provided the data fits, it’s very fast – although data can also be cached on disk with an 
inevitable degradation in performance. This has become almost a standard way of delivering fast 
desktop analytics, and it’s very effective. If high performance analytics databases such as HP Vectra 
are used then the user can connect directly to these. 

Tableau Server users are presented with ready-made workbooks displaying dashboards and reports. 
These are not static entities, and provide all the facilities for data manipulation a users might wish to 
perform – drill down and through for example. Accessing data sources is fairly straight forward, and it 
is a simple matter to blend data from several data sources. 

The support for geographic data is particularly well regarded by Tableau users, and finds wide 
application where location is an important part of the information set. 

Data Handling


Tableau will handle almost any form of data – databases, cloud data sources, OLAP cubes (with some 
limitations), big data databases, Excel spreadsheets – and so on. It also allows users to combine data 
from as many data sources as necessary. There are two basic forms of data access in Tableau. The 
first is the live connection where Tableau issues dynamic SQL or MDX (for OLAP cubes) directly to the 
data source. The in-memory database is a highly compressed in-memory engine that can hold very 
large amounts of data – because of the compression factor 

Extracts are a major feature in Tableau, and as the name suggests they are ready built extracts, 
possibly from much larger databases. These are stored in the columnar database, and most data 
sources can be treated in this way with the exception of OLAP cubes. The sharing of packaged 
workbooks depends on these extracts for sharing. 

Architecture


The Tableau Server architecture supports excellent scaling through a multi-tier architecture. It allows 
Tableau to scale out and up as required. The components of the server architecture are: 
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• The VizQL Server – authenticated users can open a view and this server then sends requests to the 
relevant data sources. The results are sent back to the user as a HTML5 rendered image. This 
server component can be replicated as many times as necessary. 

• Application Server – is the gateway to Tableau and handles various permissions, content browsing 
and server administration. Again this server component can be replicated as needed. 

• Data Server – provides IT with a mechanism for IT to monitor, manage meta data and access to 
data sources. 

• Backgrounder – refreshes extracts from databases. 

Developer Support


Various APIs are provided for integration of Tableau objects with production applications. 

• The JavaScript API supports the embedding of visualizations into web applications, with the ability 
to mimic look and feel of the host applications. 

• A data extract API provides direct access to data sources, allowing data to be pre-processed 
before being used by Tableau. It also facilitates the creation of data extracts, which are used directly 
by Tableau visualizations. 

• The REST API supports the direct manipulation of Tableau Server objects. 

Users can extend the functionality of Tableau provided they have some knowledge of XML. 

Governance and Management


The management of data access is governed by IT through the Data Server. The Tableau Server 
provides data isolation and multi-tenancy. Multiple “sites” can be hosted in a singe server, and each 
site can have multiple projects, which in turn can have multiple workbooks. Each entity can be 
managed as desired. 

Authentication and security support Microsoft Active Directory, SAML, oAuth and a native 
authentication managed by Tableau Server.  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Ratings 
It is important to understand that these ratings score Tableau and Logi Analytics for what they do, and 
not what they might do. So for example, Tableau is given a low rating for advanced analytics because 
simply providing some level of integration with R is not particularly state-of-the-art. Logic Analytics on 
the other hand currently makes no attempt at predictive analytics, or other advanced analytics, and so 
it does not appear on the ratings. The other thing to consider is that 50% is average. Anything above 
that is above average - and clearly desirable. 

The ratings decide the tier a product is placed in. 0 - 25% tier 4, 25 - 50% tier 3, 50 - 75% tier 2 and 
75 - 100% tier 1 

Tableau Rating - Tier 2   

Rating Average for Tableau 59.6% 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Logi Analytics Rating - Tier 1 

Rating Average for Logi Analytics 75.8% 

"   About Butler Analytics 
Butler Analytics is a boutique IT analyst firm specializing in business analytics technologies and 
methods. It was founded by Martin Butler, best known as founder of Butler Group which, prior to its 
acquisition, was Europe’s largest indigenous IT analyst firm. 

Business Intelligence, predictive analytics, big data, fast data, Enterprise Decision Management and 
all other technologies which aid business decision making are covered. 

www.butleranalytics.com 
info@butleranalytics.com
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